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Abstract: Data compression and decompression are essential in order to reduce the resources that required during transmitting
and receiving data and some applications where the deviations from could be deleterious. LZW is an universal lossless technique
that provides high efficiency for text as well as image data and is one of the most famous dictionary-based algorithm. Here, the
designed dictionary is based on content addressable memory (CAM) array. The code for each character is available in the
dictionary which utilizes less number of bits (5 bits) than its ASCII code. However, LZW technique is chosen to implement from
the set of lossless methods such that it can reduce the irrelevant and redundancy of data in order to be able to transmit in
efficient form and also to increase the speed of transmission. The main contribution of this work is to present a hardware LZW
data compression and decompression in which LZW compression& decompression algorithms are implemented, thus the text
data can be effectively compressed and recovered more efficiently which is same as that of input data.
Keywords: Compression Rate, LZW codes, Binary Data, FPGA, Finite State machines, Compression & Decompression and
RAM logic cells.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data compression is often referred to as coding, where coding is a very general term encompassing any special representation of
data which satisfies a given need. Information theory is defined to be the study of efficient coding and its consequences, in the form
of speed of transmission and probability of error. Data compression may be viewed as a branch of information theory in which the
primary objective is to minimize the amount of data to be transmitted. The purpose of this paper is to present and analyze an
efficient lossless technique among different data compression algorithms.
A simple characterization of data compression is that it involves transforming a string of characters in some representation (such as
ASCII) into a new string (of bits, for example) which contains the same information but whose length is as small as possible. Data
compression has important application in the areas of data transmission and data storage. Many data processing applications require
storage of large volumes of data, and the number of such applications is constantly increasing as the use of computers extends to
new disciplines. At the same time, the proliferation of computer communication networks is resulting in a massive transfer of data
over communication links. Compressing data to be stored or transmitted reduces storage and/or communication costs. When the
amount of data to be transmitted is reduced, the effect is that of increasing the capacity of the communication channel. Similarly,
compressing a file to half of its original size is equivalent to doubling the capacity of the storage medium. It may then become
feasible to store the data in a higher, thus faster, level of the storage hierarchy and reduce the load on the input/output channels of
the computer system.

Fig 1: Basic block diagram
Compression means reducing the number of bits by eliminating redundant data from the original data and the process of
decompression involves in recovering the original data without any deviation.
Differential Compression and decompression techniques are evolved mainly due to two reasons:
1) Technology needs to transfer the data more securely throughout the communication and to transmit the data through the
limited bandwidth more efficiently.
2) People like to accumulate data and hate to throw anything away. No matter, however large a storage device may be, sooner or
later it is going to overflow. Data compression seems useful because it delays this inevitable.
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The system works on an input stream of data and builds up a list of dictionary entries (a translation table) of ‘phrases’ which appear
in the stream. When a sub-string from the stream is already identified as being in the dictionary (that is, it has already occurred
previously) it is replaced in the compressed output by a reference to the dictionary entry. If it is not present, a new entry is placed on
the table, and the reference sent to the compressed stream. These references are generally smaller in size than the uncompressed
phrases and thus compression is attained.
To decompress, a compressed stream is read and references are added to a dictionary if not present. The phrases can then be restored
building up the dictionary as it progresses. The advantage of this procedure is that it is not necessary to store the table within the
compressed output as it is built up as required when decompression takes place. When initializing the dictionary before
compression, the first 256 entries are set to values 0016 through FF16 (all possible byte values) from which all sub-strings can be
built. As both the encoder and decoder are aware of this, there is no need to keep the dictionary stored with the data.
II. LOSSLESS TECHNIQUE
The main aim of the field of data compression is of course to develop methods for better and better compression. Experience shows
that fine tuning an algorithm to squeeze out the last remaining bits of redundancy of the data gives diminishing returns. Data
compression has become so important that some researchers have proposed the "simplicity and power theory". Specifically it says,
data compression may be interpreted as a process of removing unnecessary complexity in information and thus maximizing the
simplicity while preserving as much as possible of its non-redundant descriptive power.
Lossless technique is used to reduce the amount of source information to be transmitted in such a way that when compressed
information is decompressed, there is not any loss of information. It achieves only about a 2:1 compression ratio. This type of
compression technique looks for patterns in strings of bits and then expresses them more concisely.

Fig 2: Classification of Lossless Technique
III. LZW TECHNIQUE
LZW is a lossless method for compressing data can be found in several of the popular image file formats, including GIF, TIFF and
PostScript Level 2. It is based around substitution, or dictionary-based LZ77 and LZ78 algorithms devised by Abraham Lempel and
JakobZiv in 1977-78. This was extended in 1984 by Terry Welch, thus Lempel-Ziv Welch was born.
It provides a fast symmetric way of compressing and decompressing any type of data without the need for floating point operations.
Another reason for its popularity is that it works as well on little- and big-endian machines because information is written as bytes
and not words (although the bit-order and fill-order problems could still be encountered).
A. Dictionary Based Technique
As the process of compression and decompression takes place with the help of different methods, which includes the efficient
technique but that provides the lower compression rate. As we need both efficiency and compression rate, we need to go for a new
technique that is dictionary based techniques. Among the different dictionary based techniques LZW technique is most suitable in
various circumstances like speed, compression ratio and efficiency. Here, the dictionary was created based on the characters present
in a given input string that might be non-repeated characters and providing the index values for each and every character. Let us
consider an example to describe how assigning of index values takes place. Let input string be “abbabcababc”. Here non-repeated
characters are only “ABC”, we are providing value for only these 3 characters
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Character
A
B
C

ASCII value
97 (1100001)
98 (1100010)
99 (1100011)
Table 1

Providing Index
1 (01)
2 (10)
3 (11)

Here 7 bit ASCII value of each character is replaced with 2 bit INDEX value. The index values of the dictionary are varied in
accordance with the different combinations developed in string due to these character sets.
LZW compression replaces strings of characters with single codes which were given in above table. It does not do any analysis of
the incoming text. Instead, it just adds every new string of characters it sees to a table of strings. Compression occurs when a single
code is output instead of a string of characters.
The code that the LZW algorithm outputs can be of any arbitrary length, but it must have more bits in it than a single character. The
first 256 codes (when using eight bit characters) are by default assigned to the standard character set. The remaining codes are
assigned to the strings as the algorithm proceeds. The sample program runs as shown with 12 bit codes. This means codes 0-255
refer to individual bytes, while codes 256-4095 refers to substrings.
B. Elimination Of Repeated Characters
Initially a new dynamic string is to be declaring to perform an elimination process of repeated characters and input string must
remain unchanged to perform decompression task. Removing repeated characters of a given input string will go to perform here as
shown in the algorithm.

Fig 3: Flowchart for elimination of repeated characters
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C. Creating Dictionary
Several variations of the LZW algorithm increase its efficiency in some applications. One common variation uses index pointers that
vary in length, usually starting at 9 bits and growing upward to 12 or 13 bits. When an index pointer of a particular length has been
used up, another bit is tacked on to increase precision.
Before creating a dictionary for providing index values we need to arrange the non-repeated character set in order to provide better
understanding. Here we need to create a multiple dictionaries to store multiple values which lead to better efficiency. Index values
to be provided based on the set of characters that obtained under non-repeated characters of the string. Based on provided indices
the code word requires less number of bits when compared with ASCII values of characters. The pictorial representation is given
below

.
Fig 4: Flowchart for assigning indices using dictionary
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D. Compression
While data can be covered up inside writings in such a path, to the point that the vicinity of the message must be recognized with
information of the secret key, for instance, when utilizing the prior specified system utilizing a freely accessible book and a mix of
character positions to conceal the message, the vast majority of the systems include alterations to the cover source. These alterations
can be caught by searching for examples in the writings or disturbing thereof. To perform this we need to compress the given text
data, thus in this thesis we are taking a string which contains the set of characters and is compressing each and every character and
taken algorithm mainly concentrate on repeated data.

Fig 5: Flowchart for compression phase
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E. Decompression
In communication channel after transmitting data, the data to be recovered at receiving end. For many applications we need the
decompressed data which is an exact replica of input data without any deviation. Here the code word obtained as the output of
compressor is used as input and the process involves in this phase is that each value of code word is reading and searching in the
dictionary where we store the index values of single characters. If not found then we are moving to another dictionary which
contains the index values of different combinations of multiple characters. If found, then the character of corresponding position
where the value found is provided as decoded output. The decoded output must be concatenated to provide the entire string as
output. To provide all this we need to store the output in dynamic string and for index values we need to initialize dynamic arrays
and different dictionaries to store single characters in one and multiple combinations in another dictionary. The entire process of
decompression is represented in diagrammatic form as shown below:

Fig 6: Flowchart for decompreesion phase
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In the proposed method of text data compression, the non-repeated characters and their indices stored using dictionary are the main
considerations. Result analysis of the proposed scheme is mainly based on the set of characters which forms as string data.
Input – ACBACCACCCBACACCCD$
Compressed output –2 4 3 6 4 9 7 6 11 5 1
Decompressed Output –ACBACCACCCBACACCCD$
The input string is shown in below figure:

Fig 5
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A. Elimination of Repeated Characters
In this phase, each and every character compare with remaining to eliminate the repeated set for providing non-repeated characters
as output.

Fig 6
B. Providing Indices For Non-Repeated Characters
The output of non repeated characters is the input for phase-2 that provides the indices for characters arranged in order.

Fig 7
C. Compression
Based on indices provided, the compression operation is going to perform which mainly depends on various dictionaries of different
sizes.

Fig 8
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D. Decompression
As the codeword obtained as the output of compression phase the decompression is also completely based on dictionaries created
for performing compression phase.

Fig 9
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Compression Ratio
It is a very logical way of measuring how well a compression algorithm compresses a given set of data is to look at the ratio of the
number of bits required to represent the data before compression to the number of bits required to represent the data after
compression. This ratio is called ‘Compression ratio’ (Or) Compression Ratio is the ratio between the size of the compressed file
and the size of the source file. Ex. Suppose storing an image requires 65536 bytes, this image is compressed and the compressed
version requires 16384 bytes. So the compression ratio is 4:1. It can be also represented in terms of reduction in the amount of data
required as a percentage i.e. 75%

Here Size before compression = 19 (Characters )* 7 (ASCII)
= 133 Bits
Size after compression = 11 (Code word) * 4 (Max No of bits)
= 44 Bits
Compression Ratio = 133/44
= 3.023: 1
B. Compression Factor
It is the inverse of the compression ratio. That is the ratio between the size of the source file and the size of the compressed file.

Compression Factor = 44/133
= 0.3308
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C. Reduction Percentage
It is the value that how much amount of input data is compressed when compared with original input data.

(Or)
Compression factor from above = 0.3308
Reduction % = (1- 0.3308) * 100
= 0.6692 * 100
= 66.92 %
VI. ADVANTAGES
The benefits of proposed LZW dictionary based technique for text data:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

LZW compression works best for files containing lots of repetitive data. This is often the case with text & monochrome images.
Files that are compressed but that do not contain any repetitive information at all can even grow bigger.
LZW technique is fast
High compression ratio
It can be used in TIFF files, GIF files and PDF files too.

VII. CONCLUSION
Text data Compression is a topic of much importance and has many applications in communications, we have designed lossless
LZW compression and decompression algorithms for text data using System verilog to ease the description, verification and
simulation based on the DUT. We get the same output text which was provided at the input without any loss which was the major
advantage of LZW algorithm that data remains unchanged. The algorithm is adaptive because it will add new strings to the
dictionary. Implementation of this dictionary based algorithm produced better results in compression ratio, reduction of data and the
better efficiency. The proposed LZW data compression and decompression technique was designed which provides the compression
factor of 0.33 and reduction % of 66.9 %.
As a future work more focus on improvement of compression ratio, which obtained by reducing memory wastage, using Finite State
Machine and Hardware implementation.
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